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ABSTRACT 

Collapsible Tubes can be used as a model to understand the interaction between 

biological tissues and fluid moving within said tissues. One interaction of paramount 

importance is the modeling of blood flow through arteries, where it is important to 

understand precipitating causes of embolisms, flow blockages and other phenomena. 

Also of interest in blood flow is the flow through arteries under an external load, such a 

a blood pressure cuff, or in the intramyo cardial coronary arteries during contraction of 

the left ventricle. Other important applications include the trachea during exhalation 

or coughing and the urethera. 

In this thesis we formulate a mathematical model for a collapsible tube, deriving 

some necessary conditions for various tube response laws. Then a new computational 

methodology is developed to determine the best-fit values for parameters that describe 

constitutive behavior of the tube. Numerical results of varying multiple parameters 

are presented for both an expanded and a collapsed tube. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Flow through collapsible tubes presents an important analogy to complicated flows 

in biological settings. Nearly every vessel carrying fluid in the body is elastic, and 

can collapse when the difference between internal and external pressure, termed the 

transmural pressure, reaches a critical value [11]. At large positive values of transmu

ral pressure a collapsible tube is distended and stiff, while at large negative values the 

tube either has very small cross-sectional area or it could fall to a zero cross-sectional 

area. There is an intermediate range of values of transmural pressure in which the 

cross section is very compliant and even the small viscous or inertial pressure drop 

accompanying fluid flow through the tube may be enough to cause a large reduc

tion in cross-sectional area, termed collapse. Examples of physiological vessels which 

routinely experience collapse are numerous, intramyocardial coronary vessels during 

systole; systemic arteries compressed by a blood-pressure cuff; systemic veins above 

the heart and outside the skull as a result of gravitational decrease in pressure due 

to height, pulmonary blood vessels in the upper levels of the lung; large intrathoracic 

airways during forced expiration or coughing, the urethra during micturition and the 

ureter during peristaltic pumping, among many others. 

The first studies on the flow through collapsible tubes were performed using ex

perimental setups, usually in connection with the human circulatory system [5]. The 

blood vessels in the body are an excellent example of a collapsible tube, particularly 

in the area of the chest cavity immediately above the heart where internal pressure 

can become subatmospheric because of gravity or because of an external pressure 

exerted by a contracting skeletal muscle. The first real theoretical work carried out 

by Shapiro [15] derived many of the equations still used in some form today. 

Many early and modem studies attempt to describe when flows through the col

lapsible tubes became unsteady, as unsteady flows in collapsible tubes can create a 

phenomena known as flow limitation. This occurs when increases in internal pressure 



in the tube no longer correspond to increased flow rate of the fluid through the tube. 

Another important and interesting flow limitation [13] occurs in the large intratho

racic airways in the lungs during forced exhalation or a cough. In this case increasing 

external pressure in the aveoli is intended by the body to increase the flow rate of air 

out of the lungs, however increasing the aveolar pressure beyond a certain threshold 

level ceases to increase the fluid flow rate. 

Cancelli and Pedley [4] developed a separated flow model for the oscillations oc-

curing in a collapsible tube, describing the effects of longitudinal wall tension and 

energy loss in a separated flow caused by tube collapse. 

The prevalence of vessel collapse, and the variety of associated phenomena, have 

made it a topic of great interest to biomechanical engineers for over twenty years [11]. 

Many scientists have performed experiments usually involving either a real animal 

tissue with external flow speed and pressure monitoring equipment or have used an 

experimental apparatus reffered to as a Starling Resistor, for a diagram refer to Figure 

(1.1). This consists of an outer controlled-pressure chamber surrounding a collapsible 

tube that is held open at both ends via clamping to a pipe. The pressure at both 

ends can then be regulated externally by the experimentalist. 

The phenomenon of coupling between the deformation of the collapsible tube and 

the static pressure of its internal flow represents a typical example of complicated 

nonlinear dynamic systems [9]. Extensive literature has been published over the last 

twenty-five years, dealing with simplified theoretical and experimental models to simu

late basic mechanisms of such static and dynamic behavior (e.g. [2,1, 6, 7,10,12,14]). 

Mathematically the system represents a coupled nonlinear system of differential equa

tions. Much literature [8] has been written on exploring the stability of such a system 

by representing it as a system of three time-dependent partial differential equations 

and perturbing slightly the boundary conditions. In the literature it is common to 

choose a value for physical constants like fluid viscosity, tension on the tube, initial 

pressure or tube stiffness and use the chosen values to examine a single instance of the 

equations. Little research, however, has been done on the determination of best-fit 
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Figure 1.1: Experimental Apparatus 

values of physical constants. 

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter II, we formulate our mathe

matical model for a collapsible tube. We derive necessary conditions for various tube 

response laws in Chapter III These conditions are based on the linearity or non-

linearity of the response to external minus internal pressure. A new methodology 

is developed in Chapter IV to determine the best-fit parameters that describe the 

constitutive behavior of the tube. In Chapter V numerical results axe presented for 

both expanded and collapsed tubes with variations in tube stiffness, tension, volu

metric flow rate and fluid density Finally the conclusion of this study is presented 

in Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER II 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

2.1 Governing Equations 

The mathematical model used here for the governing equations has been derived 

under the following assumptions: 

• The flow in the tube is one-dimensional. 

• Flow separation occuring in a collapsed region of the tube is not a significant 

phenomena. 

• Tensile force throughout the collapsible tube is constant. 

There are three major equations used to model a steady fluid flowing through a 

collapsible tube [8, 15], the first of which is the continuity equation. Here continuity 

i.e., the volumetric flow rate is constant, but the area and velocity of the flow are 

variable. 

The second equation governing the flow is the force equilibrium equation for the 

collapsible tube, which is given by, 

where the tube-law is deflned as, 

^E i - l if-4>.4o 



along with the boundary conditions, 

^(0) = A , A(l) = Ao. 

The third and final equation modeling the fiow is the equation of motion of the 

fluid in the collapsible tube, given by: 

^(0) = Po. 

Then making the substitution Q = Au equation (2.3) becomes, 

g a a _ dp XPSQ\Q\ 
''A dx dx 8 \A\^ 

which yields, 

AA^\ dx ^ dx) pdx 8 |A|3 • 

Then from equation (2.1) we have. 

J^dP_ _ 2tM _ l\Q\Q\S^ 
p dx ^^ dx 8 \AP 

which reduces to, 

d_p ̂  g^d_A xsom p „ 
dx '^A' dx '^ 8|/1|3 ^ ' 

P(0) = Po. 

2.2 Extended Tube 

If the tube is extended then the governing equations can be rewritten as a linear 

system. Continuity is still given by equation (2.1); 

djAu) ^dQ^^g 
dx dx 

The tube force equilibrium equation (2.2) becomes: 

A(0) = A,, A(l) = Ao. 
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Equation (2.2) is discretized with central differencing of ^ (See Appendix A.l) 

yielding that: 

^^-^^1^^—.—^(^ -
which then rearranged yields 

r A + i + A - i ^ ( ]_ _ KE; 
2u; A3;2 i uiAx^ AO 

A, = -P, + PE-KE 

i = l...N. 

This system is solved along with the boundary conditions: 

A.^Ao Ar, = A^ P(0) = Po. 

For an expanded tube, the above system with boundary conditions becomes the 

matrix system: 

BA = P (2.6) 

where the tridiagonal B matrix is given by, 

(-KE _ T T 
0 luAa;^ 2uiA*2 0 \ 

V 
and P is : 

J 

( 

I -

0 

-P2 + PE 

Ao uiA 

T 
2iuAx^ 

-KE 

'Pz + PE-

— PN-2 

-P„.i + PE 

+ PE 

-Kp 

T 
2wA 

KE 

-Kp 

2JU 

^AoJ 

(2.7) 



Recall the fiuid flow equation (2.4): 

— = <y_8A_ _ XpSQlQl 
dx ~ ''A' dx S\A\' 

P(0) = Po 

this equation is discretized using forward differencing (Appendix A.2) for the pressure 

and area derivatives to yield, 

pO' (A-A- i ) pAxQ\Q\X,S, . 
^' - ^ - ' - A.„(,)A^ MIM~ ' = ' • • •" ''•*' 
Pi = Po 

where 

St = 27rW— the peripheral area 

A — A -^ 
Aim(i) = ——;: i = 2.. .N, the area at pressure nodes. 

Then to obtain a steady state solution we iterate between equations (2.6) and 

(2.8), from an initial guess of the pressure values, according to the flow chart in 

Figure 2.1. 

2.3 Collapsed Tube 

For a collapsed tube the governing equations, bar one, remain the same, i.e., 

continuity is still (2.1) and the equation of motion of fluid in the tube is still (2.4). 

However for a collapsed tube A < .Ao, thus the tube force equilibrium equation (2.2) 

becomes: 

^S^—^-^(-(^) 
lich can be discretized as 

s^^^s^-"*-*'"!-
1 
l̂ . (2.9) 



Guess P° 

pm 

A" 

Is 111"-/!">-'11 < e ? 

No 

Solve Eqn. (2.8) 

Yes 
Steady State Solution Found 

Figure 2.1: Flow Chart of Computational Algorithm for Extended Tube 

Note that, as the right hand side of the above equation is nonlinear one can take 

two different approaches, either one linearizes the function or one solves the nonlinear 

system. We will flrst deal with a linearized system, then a fully nonlinear one. 

2.3.1 Linearized System 

To obtain a linear system we linearize the right hand side of Eqn. (2,9) by taking 

the Taylor expansion of the term Kp ( 1 ~ ( ^ ) } expanded about a point A, = C 

to get' 

-(-te)">-(-(£)' 
Then we take equation (2.10) and substitute it in equation (2.9) to get 

r 4 , + i + A - i T 
2w Ax^ wi^x^ 

A,= -P,+PE - ^ / • ( l - ( £ ) " ) (2") 



Then rearranging yields 

T A+i + -4,-1 , T 
wAx^ 

3ifp 

2 C 

- P . + PE-KP\I » | ' f . (£) 
This again yields a linear matrix system much like that of equation (2.7), here we 

have 

UA = . 

where the tridiagonal matrix D is given by: 

2v>Ax^ 2 C \Aa} 

3Kp ( C_\~^ _ T 
2 C \Ao) luAi^ 

and the vector R is given by: 

( ^P2-\-PE~KP[1 

R = 

-Kp 1 'Hr 

3i^ f^] 
2 C \AoJ 

J A 

1- + ',Kp S-t ^ p i , ^ ; 

V 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

-Pjv-2 + PE — -fp 

-P„_,+Pp-Kp(l-(i^) -j+IKp^f^) --^^Aoj 

The equation of motion of fluid in the tube (2.4) is discretized as in the extended 

tube section, as: 

pO ' (A ^ A - i ) pAxQ|Q|A.S. ^ 
A,ra(i)Al M„(i) ' 

P. 

Pi 

P.-i - -

Po 

(2.15) 



S, = 27r the peripheral area 

, , . A - A - i 
Aimiv — X i = 2...N, the area at pressure nodes. 

Then algorithmically we solve according to the flow chart in Figure 2.2. The 

results of numerical experiments with this linearized scheme are illustrated in Section 

5.2. 

Guess P» Solve Eqn. (2.12) 

Yes Is 11^" - .4 '"- ' | | < £ ? - ^ Steady State Solution Pound 

Solve Eqn. (2.15) 

Figure 2.2: Flow Chart of Computational Algorithm for Collapsed Tube 

2.3.2 Nonlinear Solution 

In the fully nonlinear system we will solve equation (2.9) via Newton's Method. 

In Newton's Method one solves the equation F(A) = 0. Thus we rewrite equation 

(2.9) as: 

T A+i - 2A + A,-i 
' 2m A i ' 



We will solve this system of equations by Newton's method for A, thus we start with 

an initial guess for A and then solve the system 

J'«(A'")A'» F-iA-) (2.17) 

where m is an iteration counter, and J"" (A) is the Jacobian of the nonlinear function 

F(A), deflned as 

(DP,{A) 

3F.[J) ar.jA) I 
dA., I 

(2.18) 

To make the Jacobian for this function P(.4), it is necesary to take the partial deriva

tives with respect to each node point of the discretization; however, many of the 

partial derivatives are zero, which leads to a very sparse tridiagonal system. The 

partial derivatives are: 

dF,(A) 

8A 
aF.(i) 
SA+i 
aF,(A) 
SA-i 
aF,(A) 

dA„ 

3Kp fA\ 

2Ao UoJ 
-T 

T 

2ioAi' 

T 

2wAx^ 

0, m ^ { j - l , ! , ! - l - l } . 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

This gives rise to the following Jacobian J. 

\ 

2wAx'' 

0 

2iuA3;= 

3R-p (AA 
2Ao \Aol 

-T __ 3K£ (6it.\ 

(2.23) 



Then equation (2.17) is solved for A™ and /""^^ is found. Then this procedure is 

repeated until 

Then we update the pressures via equation (2.15) and iterate between the Newton's 

method solution for area and the updating of pressure, until we reach the steady state 

solution. The results of this study will be presented in an upcoming paper, using the 

solution from the linearized tube function as an initial guess for Area and Pressure. 



CHAPTER III 

TUBE LAW ANALYSIS 

A tube law is a constitutive relationship which describes the response of the tube 

to applied loads. Often, one wants to know if a new formulation of a tube law 

has permisible properties so that the system representation has a solution. We will 

consider two cases, first a linear tube law and then a more general nonlinear tube law 

and derive necessary conditions for a numerical solution to exist. 

3.1 Linear Tube Law 

In this section, we consider a linear tube law in either region, collapsed or extended 

tube. Such a law has the form ^{A) = cA + fe for c, 6 € R The system is represented 

by a matrix system derived in equation (2.7), given by. 

BA-- (3.1) 

0 2uiAx^ 

0 

(3.2) 

uiAi^ ' ' atiiAi^ 
T T _ 

2'wAx^ vAx'^ ' 

Theorem 3.1. The system (3.2) has a solution ifce {E\{0}}. 

Proof. Any matrix is nonsingular if it is strictly diagonally dominant, for the matrix 

B this holds as well. For rows 1 and n of matrix B this implies that 



] T I I T I 
^~^ ~ "̂  > 17^—T~;j , or that 

I wtAX'^ I j2iyAa;^ | 
I T I \ T \ 
jujAz-^l |2wA3;2[ 

I T I ^ 1 
''̂ ' ^ |2u;Aa;2| ~ \wAx^\' 

Then as T, w, andAa;^ are all positive quantities we get that 

which is true for every number in R hence from rows 1 and n we do not get any 

necessary conditions. 

Now consider rows 2 through n — 1, to obtain diagonal dominance in those rows 

we need that: 

\ - T I I T I 1 T I 
— r ^ — ^\ > hr , n + •• ^ T ,or that \wAx^ I |2iyAa:2| 12'u;A3;21 

I r I I T ] 
-—-J -f |c | > 2 U — — , thus 

T T 
• „ + \c\ > . „ or 

|c| > 0. 

which implies that 

ce{R\{0}} . (3.3) 

Thus from (3.3) we get that if c € {K\{0}} then the matrix system is diagonally 

dominant, and therefore has a unique solution. D 

Remark 3.1. Though theoretically any c such that c G {]R\{0}} will cause a unique 

solution, when running numerical experiments it is necessary to have a c that is 

distinguishably different from 0 as otherwise, to the working precision of a computer 

running the computational algoritm, the matrix could be singular. 

14 



Example 3.1 The Tube Law used in equation (2.2) is * (A/AQ) = KE (J^ ~ l ) if 

A > AQ, which is an extended tube, so from Theorem (3.1) a necessary condition for 

the system to have a solution is that 

^ £ R \ { 0 } 

The values used in this study guarantee this condition, as the value of KE is positive, 

derived from the physical reasoning that the tube will pull back if expanded, and the 

initial area AQ is also positive, thus this choice of tube law observes our necessary 

condtion . 

3.2 Nonlinear Tube Law 

It is also possible to classify a permissible class of functions for a nonlinear tube 

law, albiet in a slightly different manner. In a nonlinear system it is not possible to 

place all of the terms in the context of a simple matrix system, so we will endeavor to 

solve them for this derivation by a Newton's method. In Newton's method one solves 

the equation F(A) = 0. Consider a general nonlinear tube law, represented as ^{A) 

then the tube force equilibrium equation (2.2) can be represented as: 

T aM 
2u; dx'^ 

: + P,-PE + ^{A)=0 (3.4) 

This, as earlier is discretized and rearranged to fit F{A) = 0 as: 

^(^^) = l ^ " " ^ ^ ( - i ? ) A + ^. - ^^ + * (A) = 0 (3.5) 

We will solve this system of equations by Newton's method for A thus for an iteration 

counter m we start with an initial guess ^o and then 

^™+i = x - ^ - A - (3.6) 

Where J"" is the Jacobian, defined as: 



fdFi(A) 

\ dAi 
'".W 

(3.8) 

To make the Jacobian for this problem it is necessary to compute all of the partial 

derivatives, however many of them are zero, so the matrix is very sparse, in fact the 

derivatives are: 

dF,{A) 
dA, 

dF,(A) 
dA,+i 

dF,(A) 
dA.-r 

dF,(A) 

-T a*(A) 
u;A3:2 dAi 

T 

2w/\x' 

T 
2K)AJ;2 

= 0, m^{i-l,i, 1 + 1} 

This makes our Jacobian J into the tridiagonal matrix' 

f^T_ _ &*^A) T n 

2wAx^ 

0 

\ 0 -T dl'lA', 
9A„ I 

(3.9) 

(310) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Then with this Jacobian matrix we must at each iteration solve the system J™A"" = 

F'^, thus at the m'** iteration step for the system to have a solution for A'" it is 

necessary that the Jacobian be a nonsingular matrix, we can in this way derive a 

necessary condition for a nonlinear tube law. 

Theorem 3.2. The nonlinear system has a solution if - ^^ ' ' e {R\{0}} 



Proof. Any matrix is nonsingular if it is strictly diagonally dominant. For the matrix 

J in equation (3.13) this implies that for rows 1 and n: 

I T a<i>(A)| I T I 
> hjITA^ ' or that mAx' dA, I |2tuA: 

_ T \ | a $ ( A ) T 
, thus 

, thus 

IUJAI^I I dA, I |2uiAi2 

l a* (A) \ T \ \ T \ 

I SA r htuAi^l ~ jmAi^l 

or since T, u; and Ax^ are all positive we get that: 

\d<i(A,)\ 1 T 
1 a A r 2 tuAx2 

which is trivially true, thus rows 1 and n give no necessary conditions for diagonal 

dominance. 

Diagonal dominance is wanted in rows 2 through n also, so this implies that 

I T 8 * ( A ) | „l T I 
T~2 o l — > 2 r—7-^ , or that 

I wAx^ dA, I 12u; Ax^ | 
I T I [a$(A) A T 

|a<i>(A)| I T I T I 

Thus since T, w and Ax^ are aii positive we arrive at: 

1 ^ 1 >0 

? ^ € {R\{0}}. (3.15) 

Thus from (3.15) we find that if -g^'' € {R\{0}} then we have diagonal dominance in 

every row of equation (3.13), thus the matrix system for A"" has a unique solution. D 

Example 3.2. The Tube Law used in equation (2.2) for a collapsed tube, or when 

0 < A < ^0 is given by $ f-^j = Kp [ l - (i^)~M- Thus a necessary condition for 



the system to have a unique solution is, from Theorem 3.2 that ^ | ^ G {R\{0}}. 

Here we have that: 

'^^lKp4iArK 

thus we need that 

lKpAl(A,)-i e {R\{0}}. 

This, as in Example 3.1, is true by physical reasoning. The value for Kp is 

negative, as a compressed tube will exert a force outward, and the force vectors for 

this derivation are positive in the direction of the inside of the collapsible tube The 

value for Ao as the initial area for the tube is certainly positive, so the only remaining 

value is Ai, which if zero (a totally collapsed tube) would cause violation of the 

necessary condition. This exposes a limitation oi the model derived in [8], in that the 

computational method for the model is not valid for a totally collapsed tube, however 

it is still valid for a partially collapsed tube where At > 0. 



CHAPTER IV 

PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

During the modeling of a physical system for "real world" application it is nec

essary to be able to take experimental data and estimate the values of physical con

stants that represent intrinsic physical properties of the system. In this case we want 

to know the value of KE or Kp, the bending stiffness parameters from equation (2.2). 

We want to be able to take simulated experimental data, and from that data obtain a 

least-squares estimation of the bending stiflfness of a collapsible tube. We will perform 

this experiment for the equation (2.2) as given, with KE the parameter if the tube is 

extended, and Kp the parameter if the tube is collapsed. 

Figure 4.1 describes the algorithm to be used as a flow chart. First one decides 

if the experimental data is from an expanded or collapsed tube, which is as simple 

as comparing the cross sectional areas to the initial area. Then one makes a guess at 

the desired quantity and a lower and upper bound for the quantity, KE if the tube is 

expanded or Kp if the tube is collapsed. Next the guess for KE or Kp is placed into 

the solution algorithm from section 2.2 or 2.3, dependent upon whether the tube is 

extended or collapsed (the double box in the flow chart). 

After the solution algorithm from section 2.2 or 2.3 is excuted it yields a cross-

sectional area proflle for the tube given the guessed stiffness parameter, that area 

is then compared to the experimental data. If the difference between the computed 

area profile and the experimental area profile are in the least squares sense less than a 

specified tolerance then the best fit parameter is found. If the difference is not within 

the tolerance then a corrected guess is made to the desired parameter, KE or Kp. 

This corrected guess is found by minimizing the error e(A"'"), defined as 

ein = ^(A.(Kn-A',)' 

The error is minimized by finding the error at its critical points, comparing that to 

the values at the endpoints of the interval, and using the absolute minimum of all 



those values. We find the critical points by solving "'f^2^^ = 0 or, 

^ ^ - i : ( ( A ( n - A , ^ i ^ ? l ) = o . 

Since this yields a nonlinear equation in the variable K"^, we solve this by Newton's 

Method. Newtons' method here is written as: 

f ' { i ^ ^ - 1 ^ -

m-) = ' - ^ and 

^^ ' d{K"^Y • 

Newton's method is iterated until the difference between two consecutive steps is 

less than our specified tolerance, listed in Figure 4.1 as C2- After Newton's method 

terminates the corrected K'^ is our best-fit stiffness parameter, found by the method 

of nonlinear least squares. 
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Figure 4.1: Flow Chart of K Estimation 



CHAPTER V 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

5.1 Expanded Tube 

For an expanded tube the numerical algorithm is described in Section 2.3. Here 

we will vary the model parameters to quantify their effects on the collapsible tube's 

cross-sectional area and internal fluid pressure. 

5.1.1 Varying Tube Stiffness KE 

The Tube stiffness parameter KE is an intrinsic physical property of the tube, 

describing the tube's response to changes in area via the linear part of the tube 

stiffness equation * (^4) ' " e<liiation (2.2), for an extended tube. Table 5.1 gives 

results comparing the KE value to the maximum percentage tube expansion. Table 5.2 

lists the values that were used for the other model parameters during the experiment. 

The results are presented in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Note that in Table 5.1 and 

Figure 5.2 that the Area and indeed the pressure go to a limiting distribution, meaning 

that the influence of variance with KE has ended for small values of KE-

Kp 

1.21 * W^ 

1.21 » lO"" 

1.21 * 10= 

1.21 * 10' 

1.21 110' 

1.21 * 10" 

Table 5.1: 

Percent Expanded 

1.03305 

1.312099 

2.381195 

2 024367 

3.12201 

3.132286 

Varying Kp 

Kp 

1.21 * 10- ' 

1.21 » 10-2 

1.21 * 10-= 

1.21*10-" 

1.21 * 10-* 

Percent Expanded 

3 13318 

3.133422 

3.1334327 

3.1334334 

3.1334335 



Table 5.2: Parameter Values Used for Kp experiment 

Q 

p 

Pp 

P(i ) 

u 

10-" 

9.98 110= 

4*10= 

5*10= 

1.004 * 10- ' 

V V 

D 02 O 04 O 06 O 08 0 1 O O 02 O 04 O-OB 0.08 

Figure 5.1: Varying Tube Stiffness KE in an Extended Tube 
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Figure 5.2: Limiting Distributions for KE in an Extended Tube 

5.1.2 Varying Tension T 

The parameter T describes the longitudinal tension on the tube, i.e., how tight 

the tube is pulled out when attached to the edges of the experimental apparatus 

Table 5.3 lists the other parameter values used during the numerical experiment. 

As expected a higher tension on the tube corresponds to a smaller maximal cross-

sectional area. Figure 5.3 illustrates that as the tension is increased from 500 N to 

50000 N the percentage of expansion for cross-sectional area decreased from 600% to 

33%, or that as the tension increases the tube stays closer to its initial area. 



Table 5.3. Parameter Values Used for T in Expanded Tube 

Q 

p 

Pp 

P(l ) 

U 

Kp 

10- ' 

9.98 * 10= 

4*10= 

5*10= 

1.004 * 10-" 

1.21 . 10^ 

• T=5 0-10^ 
T=5,0-10^ 
T=5.0-10' ' 

^ ~̂  -^^ 

993.5 

4999 

, \ 

- \ \ 

• T 
T 
T 

5 0-10^ 
5.0-10^ 
5.0-10" 

V^ 

O O02 O D4 O06 0 08 0.1 o 0.O2 0.04 o 06 o.oe 

Figure 5.3: Varying T in an Extended Tube 



5.1.3 Varying p, the Fluid Density 

The constant p describes the fluid's mass density The constant p thus affects the 

pressure difference necessary through a tube to maintain a specified volumetric flow 

rate Q. The other parameter values used are listed in Table 5.4. As p increases there 

is a need for a larger pressure difference between the two ends of the tube to maintain 

a constant flow rate since a larger value of p, fluid density, indicates a larger inertial 

resistance to flow. Figure 5.4 illustrates that as the density is increased ten-fold the 

pressure difference needed to maintain the flow rate increases approximately 5-fold. 

Table 5.4: Parameter Values Used for p in Expanded Tube 

Q 

T 

PE 

P(l) 

u 

Kp 

io-« 

5.0 * 10' 

4*10= 

5*10= 

1.004 * 10-° 

1.21 * 10= 

5.2 Collapsed Tube 

5.2.1 Varying Tube Stiffness Kp 

The tube stiffness parameter models the tube's response to transmural pressure 

differences. We want to quantify the effects of varying the tube stiffness in a collapsed 

tube. In this section we examine first a small variance to the stiffness in Figure 5.5 and 

then a much larger difference in Figure 5.6. We keep all other parameters constant, so 

that the results differences depend only on the changing tube stiffness. It can be seen 

from both 5.5 and 5.6 that the tube stiffness parameter affects only the cross-sectional 

area, and does not have a large influence on the internal pressure. Table 5.2.1 presents 

the parameter values used in running the programs. From Figure 5.5 it can be seen 

that when the value of Kp grows the tube collapses to a greater extent, though as here 
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p=9 98-10^ 
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Figure 5 4' Varying Fluid Density, p in an Extended Tube 

the variance in Kp is of small order so is the variance of the minimal cross-sectional 

area of the collapsible tube. To better illustrate the variance in minimal area caused 

by larger variations in Kp we vary the value by a power of ten in Figure 5.6, and 

then compute the ratio of the minimal area to the initial area of the non-collapsed 

tube in Table 5.2.1, which corresponds to the area of the tube where it is held open 

at the end-points in the experimental apparatus. One important feature of Figure 5.6 

that correlates our model to experimental data is the tendency for maximal collapse, 

OI minimal cross-sectional area to appear at a point downstream from the midpoint 

of the collapsible tube. It can also be seen in Table 5.2.1 that there appears to be a 

lower limit to the percentage open regardless of the magnitude of the tube stiffness 

parameter. 



Table 5.5: Parameter Values Used for Kp Experiment 

Q 

p 

Pp 

P(i) 

V 

T 

10-' 

9.98 * 10= 

4*10= 

4*10= 

1.004*10-" 

5.0 * 10' 

Table 5 6: Kp versus Percentage Collapsed 

Kp 

1.05 * 10- ' 

5.05 * 10- ' 

1.05 * 10-' 

1.05*10' 

1.05 * 10' 

1.05 * 10= 

1.05 * 10' 

% OpeB(A/Ao} 

0.999999 

0.999983 

0.999986 

0.998650 

0.946670 

0 925201 

0.925200 
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Figure 5.5: Small Variance for Kp 
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5.2.2 Varying Tension T 

The tension on the tube is also varied to examine the effect of the tensile force 

on the cross-sectional area and internal pressure. The values given in Table 5.7 were 

used for the non-tension parameters in this experiment. The results are p 

Figure 5.7. 

Table 5.7: Parameter Values Used for T in Collapsed Tube 

Q 

p 

PE 

P(l ) 

u 

Kp 

10-s 

9.98 * 10= 

4*10= 

4*10= 

1.004 * 10-= 

1.05 * 10- ' 

6 597 

6 596 

6 595 

6 593 

X 1 0 " 

^^ 

\ 

Area vs 

-̂-__ 

T=5 0 N 
. T=1 0 0 N 

'\ 

, - - ' ' ;' 

' 

/' 

P r e s s u r e ( P a ) v 

O O 0 2 0 0 4 O O 

Figure 5.7: Varying Tension, T in Collapsed Tube 



5.2.3 Varying Q, the Volumetric Flow Rate 

The value Q is a specified parameter as we have a steady flow rate throughout the 

length of our collapsible tube. Thus we want to invesitgate the effect of varying the 

flow rate on the resultant area and especially the pressure drop experienced through

out the tube, deflned as the pressure at the first node minus the pressure at the last 

node, or P ( l ) - P(n) where n is the number of nodes in the discretization scheme 

used. The parameter values used are in Table 5.8. During numerical experiments it 

Table 5.8: Parameter Values Used for Q in Collapsed Tube 

T 

P 

Pp 

P(l ) 

V 

Kp 

5.0 * 10' 

9.98 * 10= 

4*10= 

4*10= 

1.004*10-" 

1.05 * 10- ' 

was found that the cross sectional area of the tube, A is largely independent of the 

flow rate Q, thus we wish to investigate the effect of variance of Q on the pressure 

drop, Table 5.9 summarizes the experimental data. It is found that a factor of 10 

change in flow rate results in a factor of 100 change in the pressure drop in the region 

where Q > lO"**. In the region where Q < 10""̂  it is found that a factor 10 change 

in flow rate Q results in a factor 10 change in the pressure drop. This is consistent 

with experimental results paraphrased in [13]. An illustration of this phenomena can 

be seen in Figure 5.8, as the flow rate Q increases a larger pressure drop is needed 

to maintain the steady flow rate, however the cross-sectional areas of the tube are 

unaffected by the variance in volumetric flow rate and are thus largely independent 

of the flow rate. 



Table 5 9- Flow Rate versus Pressure Drop 

Q 

10-= 

lo-" 

10-= 

10-" 

10- ' 

10-= 

10- ' 

10-10 

P d r o p 

1.8578*10= 

1.8578 110= 

1.8578*10' 

1.458 

1.458*10-' 

1.458 * 10- ' 

1 458 * 10-= 

1.458*10-" 

Q=10"^ 
- Q=3-10"^ / 

Q^S-10"^ 

4OO0 

3999 

3998 

3997 

3996 

3995 

3 . « 

3993 

"̂? ̂  
^ 

0
0

0 
Press re (Pa) vs x 

-̂̂  "̂̂ ^ 

"-̂  

' \ 
^̂  

'̂  

3-10"^ 
5-10"^ 

• ^ . , -

-

0.04 O 06 O 08 O O 02 O 04 O 06 O OS 0 1 

Figure 5.8: Varying Q in a Collapsed Tube 



5.2.4 Varying p, the Fluid Density 

The experimental effect of variance in p, the fluid density on cross-sectional area 

and internal pressure in the tube, as weU as the pressure drop throughout the tube is 

carried out using the parameter values in Table 5.10. AH parameters in the table are 

kept constant, and p is varied. Experimentally it is found that a factor of 10 change 

Table 5.10: Parameter Values Used for p in a CoUapsed Tube 

Q 

T 

Pp 

P( l ) 

V 

Kp 

10-" 

5.0 * 10' 

4*10= 

4*10= 

1.004*10-'' 

1.05 * 10- ' 

in fluid density corresponds to a factor of 10 change in the internal pressure drop 

from the first node point to the last node point. An illustration of this phenomena 

is given in Figure 5.9. A summary of the effect of many values of p on the pressure 

drop along the tube is in Table 5.11. 

Table 5,11: Varying p versus P drop in a Collapsed Tube 

p 

9.98 * 10"' 

9.98 

9.98 « 10' 

9.98 * 10' 

9.98 * 10= 

9.98 * lO" 

P drop 

1,458*10-' 

1.458 * 10-= 

1.458*10-' 

1.458 110- ' 

1.458 

1.458*10' 



6 597 

6.597 

S.597 

=.». 

6 597 

o-̂  Area vs x 
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— p=30 

p=50 

• 

p=10 

P-50 

\ ''-.. 
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Figure 5.9: Varying Fluid Density, pin a Collapsed Tube 

5.3 Parameter Estimation 

5.3.1 Expanded Tube 

In this section we estimate the tube stiffness KE for an expanded tube from 

simulated experimental data. To simulate the data we use the parameter values 

recorded in Table 5.12. The simulated data is then generated with a given KE value 

with the algorithm of Section 2.2, whose MATLAB code can be found in the Appendix 

B. Then an initial guess is made for KE and the algorithm from Figure 4 1 is run until 

sufficient tolerances are met. The results of changing variances versus first the error 

norm {||̂ '"+^ ^^"'11) are presented in Figure 5.10 on the right-hand side. The results 

of varying variances versus the ratio of Kg known to KE computed are illustrated 

in Figure 5.10 on the left-hand side. These two graphs show that as the variance 

increases the error between the given KE and the computed best-fit KE increase as 

well. To insure that our results are independent of the initial guess for KE we chose 

a myriad of initial guesses encompassing an interval about the given KE, the results 
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are presented in Figure 5.11, showing that the results are largely free of any influence 

by the initial guess for Kp. 

Table 5.12: Parameter Values Used for Kp Estimation 

Q 

p 

T 

J/ 

Pp 

Po 

10-= 

9.98*10= 

5.0 • 10' 

1.004 * 10-= 

4.0 * 10= 

6.0 * 10= 

B (m^) Variance (m^) 

Figure 5.10: Variance versus Error in KE Estimation 

5.3.2 Collapsed Tube 

In this section we estimate Kp for a collapsed tube from simulated experimentaj 

data, where the simulated data is generated by adding increasing normally distributed 
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Figure 5.11: Initial Guess versus Error in KE Estimation 

noise to the results from our earlier algoritm for a collapsed tube (Section 2.3). This 

would allow an experimentalist to use experimental data, along with known fluid 

density and viscosity and from those estimate a best-fit tube stiffness parameter. 

Table 5.13 lists the parameter values used for this experiment, most of which could be 

obtained by an experimenter rather easily. Figure 5.12 shows the results of increasing 

the variance of the random normally distributed noise versus the error norm (||^'"+^ — 

^"'11) on the right side of the figure and then versus the ratio of Kp (found by the 

estimation code) to the Kp used to create the simulated experimental data on the 

left side of the figure. These graphs show that as the variance of the random noise 

increases the error between the given KE and the computed best-fit KE increases as 

well. 



Table 5.13: Parameter Values Used for Kp Estimation 

Q 

p 

T 

u 

Pp 

Po 

10- ' 

9.98*10= 

5.0 * 10' 

1.004*10-= 

4.0 * 10= 

4.0*10= 

Variance <rT )̂ Variance {nT 

Figure 5.12: Variance versus Error in Kp Estimation 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The mathematical model does quantitatively describe many know behaviors of 

a collapsible tube, though because the model does not include the effects of flow 

separation downstream of the point of minimal area the results can only be considered 

approximate. The algorithm developed for both the expanded and collapsed tube can 

quickly and, within the constraints of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, reliably solve the coupled 

nonlinear system. 

It is possible, even with experimental area to estimate best-fit tube stiffness pa

rameters KE and Kp for a known fluid with experimental data about cross-sectional 

area, external pressure and pressure at the inlet to the collapsible tube. 
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APPENDIX A 

MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

A.l Central Differencing 

Often at discrete points one needs an approximation to the term ^ff-. One should 

first consider the Taylor expansion of f(x) about a node point x = x, evaluated 

at the nodes i,_i and x,^i with x, - i ,_, = t for i = l...Af. Assuming that 

}(x) € C'[i ,_i , i ,+i] , we get that: 

s(x,») = /(..) + fc*M + ItlM + Itm. + >ttMl 
j\,+i} i\,l rfj. -'- 2 dx' ^ 3 ! rfi= 4! rfi" 
Hx 1 - f f T l . r f / W , « : ' r f V W fc=.i=/(x.) i:'dV(;,.-) 

for some r]^ € [J;I,X,+I] and some r)~ e [2;,_i,3:,]. Summing these equations yields 

that' 

/(.-.)./(..i) = 2 ; ( . , . . ^ ^ 4 [ ^ . ^ ] . 
Then we solve for -j^a' , as that is the term we seek to approximate, and find that: 

- ^ - = ̂  (/(x.«) - 2/(x.) + /(x._0) - Yi-H^-

Thus we make the approximation 

A.2 Forward Differencing 

One can appraximate the term ^ ^ at discrete node points by first taking the 

Taylor expansion of f{x) evaluated at the points x, and x^-i expanded about a node 

point X = Xi- Assuming that f{x) € C^[xi_j, Xj] we get that: 

/ ( ! . _ , ) = / (X . ) - * 
dx 2 dx' 
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for some i), 6 [i ,-i ,x,l . Forming the term /(x,) - /(x._i) yields: 

f(x)-f(x .^i^^M^^lllM 

Thus we make the approximation 

df{xi)^J(xt)-f{x,.,) 
dx k 

For a more complete treatment of Finite differencing methods, consult [3]. 



APPENDIX B 

COMPUTER CODES 

This chapter contains the MATLAB codes used throughout this work. 

B.l Code for an Expanded Tube 
These two codes solve for the area and pressure in an expanded tube as derived 

in 2.2 and whose results are presented in 5.1 . 

y, steadysolvev2neg.m Version 3 of steadysolve.m for Solution of 
'/. steady flow, extended tube 
•/.Correct vers ion ' 
'/, Brian D Tate 
c l ea r ; c l c ; 
global kp ke n 

outcount =1; 
y,for outcount=l:6 
QCoutcount)=10"(-outcount-6); 
n=100; y, number of nodes to calculate A at 
Kkp =1.05*10"2; V, collapsed stiffness 
ke =1.21*10"-6; X expanded stiffness 
T=5.0*10"2; y. tensile force 
1=0.100; y. tube length 
w=7.33*10"C-3); y, tube width 
y=4.5*10"(-3); y. tube height 
Pe=4.00*10"3; X external pressure 
rho=9.98*10"3; % density of fluid 
nu=1.004*10"-6; % kinematic viscosity of fluid 
AO(l:n)= 2*y*w; % initial area 

delx=l/n; \ spatial step size 
PC1)=4.0001*10'"3; y, input pressure 

epsilon=10'C-15); % error tolerance 
y, solve for Area 
counter=0; % initialize counter for the iterations 
error=10; V. initialize error for stopping criteria 

Aold=AO; 
A=AO; 
y,Q=5*10~(-10); y. Flow rate, given 

for in=2:n 
/IP(in) =- (5000/1) * (ni*delx) +5000 ; 
P(m)=P(l); 

end 

y;///,y.y//////;/////;///////.y////////,y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.'/.'/.y.'/.'/.'/.'/.'/.yo'/.'/.'/.'/. 



y, Outside while loop 

while((error>epsilon)&Ccounter<50)) 
counter=counter+l; 

y,Find Tube stiffness function 
y,[fi] = steadyphiCA, AO); 

"I, setup right hand side 

r(l)=-P(2)+Pe-ke +C-4*T*A(1)) / (3*w*delx-2); 
for i=2:n-3 

r(i)=-P(i+i)+Pe-ke; 
end 

rCn-2)=-PCn-l)+Pe-ke + (-4*T*A(n))/(3*w*delx'2); 

y, matrix building CTri-diagonal symmetric matrix) 

Bmatrix=diagC (-ke/AO{l)-T/ (w*delx-2) ) *onesCl,n-2),0); 
y,Diagonal of matrix 

Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diagCones(l,n-3)* ( T / (2*w*delx"2) ),1); 
y,Superdi agonal 

Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(onesCl,n-3)* ( T / (2*w*delx"2) ),-l); 
%Subdiagonal 

y, correct some of the entries in the 
y,matrix for the discretization scheme 

Bmatrix(l,l)=(C -2*T ) / (w*delx-2)) + (-ke / A0(1)); 
Bmatrix(n-2.n-2)=(( -2*T ) / (w*delx~2)) + (-ke / A0(1)); 
BraatrixCl,2) = (2*T) / (3*w*d6lx-2); 
Bmatrix(n-2,n-3)=(2*T) / (3*w*delx~2); 

y,Solve for new Area values 
A(2:n-1) = transpose(Bmatrix\r'); 

y,Solve for pressure explicitly in terms of known PCD 
y,figure Aim (area at staggered nodes) 

Aim(l)=0; 
for i=2:n 

Aim(i)=(A(i)+A(i-l))/2; 
end 
y, f igure Peripheral length, S 
for i= l :n 

S( i )=2*pi*sqr t (A( i ) /p i ) ; 
end 
y, f igure f r i c t i o n a l coeff icient 
lambda=steadylam(Q(outcount),w,nu); 

for j=2;n 
P(j)=P(j-l)-(rho*Q(outcount)'"2*(A(j)-A(j-l))) / (Aim(j)*A(j)-2); 
P(j)=PCj)-(rho*delx*Q(outcount)*abs(Cl(outcount))* 

(lambda(j)*S(j) )) / (8*Aim(j)-3); 
end y,of pressure solution loop 
Pdrop(outcount)=P(l)-P(n); 

X figures pressure drop across whole tube relative to flow rate 
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% check error 
if (counter>l) 

error=norm(Aold-A,inf); 
end 
Aold=A; 
Aforgraph(counter)=A(3); 
end Xends iteration at each flow rate value 
error 
coimter 
Q(outcount) 
x4graph=linspace(0,l,n); 
figured) 

subplot(1,2,2*outcount-l) 
grid on 
plot(x4graph,A,'.-'); 
hold on 
subplot(1,2,2*outcount) 
grid on 

plot(x4graph,P,'.-'); 
hold on 

Xend 
figure(2) 
loglog(Q,Pdrop); y, plots flow rate againt pressure drop 
titleC'Base 10 scale Q vs Pressure drop across tube'); 
xlabelCBase 10 scale Q'); 
ylabel('Pressure drop Pa'); 
hold on 
find(A==max(A)) 
max(A)/AO(l) 

xxxmn%%%yxmxu%%):m.%xm.%xxmxm):mj:m//:m.%y.xn 
xxxxxxxvi:/xaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv/:ix^^^^^^^ 
X Friction coefficient finder based on local reynolds # 
% and on flow rate 
y, Brian D Tate 
function [lambda]^steadylamCQ,w,nu) 
global n 
Rex=(l/(w*nu))*Q; 
for i=l:n+l 

if abs(Rex(i))<=1067 
lambda(i)=16/abs(Rex(i)); 

else 
lambda(i)=0.015; 

end 
end 



B.2 Code for a Collapsed Tube 
This code solves for the area and pressure in a collapsed tube. 

y, collapsed.m Version 4 of steadysolve.m 
y, for Solution of steady flow, collapsed tube 
y. via l i n e a r i z a t i o n of Phi tube s t i f fness function 
y. Brian D Tate 
c l ea r ; c l c ; 
global kp ke n 

outcount =1; 
y,for outcount=l:6 
q(outcount)=10"(-outcount-6); 
n=1000; X number of nodes to calculate A at 
kp =1.05*10"-2; y, collapsed stiffness 
ke =1.21*10"5; X expanded stiffness 
T=5.0*10"2; y, tensile force 
1=0.100; y, tube length 
w=7.33*10'(-3); X tube width 
y=4.5*10"(-3); X tube height 
Pe=4*10'"3; '/, external pressure 
rho=9.98*10"3; X density of fluid 
nu=1.004*10"-6; 'K kinematic viscosity of fluid 
A0= 2*y*w; X initial area 

delx=l/n; X spatial step size 
P(l)=3.8*10"3; X input pressure 

epsilon=10"(-9); 
X solve for Area 
counter=l; X, initialize counter for the iterations 
error(counter)=10; 'I, initialize error for stopping criteria 
Aold=A0*ones(l,n); 
A=Aold; 
y.Q=5*10'(-10); y.Flow rate, given 

for m=2:n 

P(m)=P(l); 
end 

yx/x/.y.y.y.y.y;/.y.y//.yx/x/.y.y.y. ^ ^ . ̂ .̂ ^ 
C=(1/2)*A0- y.Point to expand s t i f fness function about i s 0/AU 

y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.*/.'/.v.y.y. 

yx/.yx/x/;/;/x/x/x///;///.'/x/.y.y.y.yx/x/. 
y. Outside while loop 
while((error(counter)>epsilon)ft(counter<50000)) 

counter=counter+l; 
if(modCcounter,1000)==0) 

error(counter-l) 
end 
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y.Find Tube s t i f fness function 
y.[fi] = 3teadyphi(A, AO); 

% setup r igh t hand side vector 

for i= l :n 
r(i)=-P(i)+Pe+kp*(l-(C/A0)~(-3/2)> 

-((3*kp) / (2)) • (C/A0)-(-3/2); 
end 
r ( l ) = r ( l ) - (T*A0) / (2*w*delx"2); 
r (n)= r (n) (T*A0) / (2*w*delx-2); 

y. matrix bui lding (Tri-diagonal symmetric matrix system) 

Bmatrix=diag( ( (-T) / (w*delx"2) ((3*kp) / (2*C)) * 
(C/A0)-(-3/2) )*ones ( l ,n ) ,0 ) ; 

y.Diagonal of matrix 
Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(ones(l,n-l)* ( T / (2*w*delx"2) ) , 1 ) ; 

y.Superdiagonal 
Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(ones(l,n-l)* ( T / (2*w*delx~2) ) , - l ) ; 

XSubdiagonal 

y,Solve for new Area values 
A = t ranspose(Bmat r ix \ r ' ) ; 

y.y;/.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y. 
XSolve for pressure explicitly in terms of known P(l) 
y,figure Aim (area at staggered nodes) 

Aim(l)=0; 
for i=2:n 

Aim(i)=(A(i)+A(i-l))/2; 
end 
y. figure Peripheral length, S 
for i=l:n 

S(i)=2*pi*sqrt(ACi)/pi); 
end 
y. figure frictional coefficient 
lambda=steadylam(Q(outcount),w,nu); 

for j=2:n 
P(j)=P(j-l)-(rho*Q(outcount)"2*CA(j)-A(j-l))) / 

(Aim(j)*A(j)"2); 
P(j)=P(j)-(rho*delx*Q(outcount)*abs(q(outcount))* 

(larabda(j)*S(j) )) / (8*Aim(j)'3); 
end y,of pressure solution loop 
Pdrop(outCount)=P(l)-P(n); 

y,figures pressure drop across whole tube relative to flow rate 

% check error 
if (counter>l) 

errQr(counter)=norra(Aold-A,inf); 
end 



Aold=A; 

Aforgraph(counter)=A(3); 
end y,ends iteration at each flow rate value 
error 
counter 
Q(outcount) 
x4graph=linspace(0,1,n); 
figure(1) 

subplot(1,2,2*cutcount-l) 
titleCArea vs x') 
xlabel('x') 
ylabel('Area') 
grid on 
plot(x4graph.A,'--'); 
hold on 
subplot(1,2,2*outcount) 
grid on 
titleCPressure (Pa) vs x') 
plot(x4graph,P,' — ' ) ; 
xlabel('x') 
ylabel('Pressure') 
hold on 
find(A==rain(A)) 
min(A)/A0 
y.end 
'/.figure (2) 
y.loglog(Q,Pdrop); y, plots flow rate againt pressure drop 
y.title('Base 10 scale Q vs Pressure drop across tube'); 
y,xlabel('Base 10 scale Q'); 
y.ylabel('Pressure drop Pa'); 
y^old On 

B.3 Code for Estimation of KE 
These four codes are used to estimate the tube stiffness parameter KE in Chapter 

V. 

y.Kestimate.ra for estimating K_E 
y.Brian D. Tate 

c l ea r ; c l c ; 
global Aexp 

nm=9; Knumber of times to increase variance 
guessnum=100; ^number of i n i t i a l guesses 
Kgiven=1.21*10'5; Xknown K for va l ida t ion 
Klb=0.95*10-5; % lower bound for K 
Kub=1.23*10"5; X upper bound for K 
y,Kstep=linspace(Klb,Kub,guessnum); 
y.variance=linspace(i0'-25,10"-16,nm); 
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y. for i=l:nm 
y. variance (i) =10" (-23+i); 
X end 

KO=linspace(Klb,Kub,guessnum); 
for i=l:guessnum Xi\t varying KO guess) 
y.for i=l:nm y.(if guessing based on variance shift) 

variance( i )=10--18; 
s tddev( i )=gqr t{var iance( i ) ) ; 
set_seed=9; 
randn C ' seed ' , s e t . s eed ) ; 
Aexp = objectivefcnC Kgiven ) ; 
Aexp=Aexp+ stddev(i)*randn(sizeCAexp)); y.adds noise to data 
y,guess at K for variance shi f t 
y.K0Ci)=l*10"5; 
options=optimset( 'TolFun' ,10--30, 'TolX'.10--27, 'MaxFunEvals ' ,200); 
[K,resnorm]=lsqnonlin(@intermediate,KO(i),Klb,Kub,options) 
KvalueCi)=K; 
error(i)=K/Kgiven; 
errornorm(i)=resnorm; 

end 

y. subplot (1 ,2 ,1) 
X / i loglog(var iance,errornorm, '* ' ) ; '/.for variance shi f t 
X 
y, grid off 
X, xlabelC'Variance (ra"2)*); 
y. ylabelC'Error Norm'); 
y. 
% subp lo t ( l , 2 , 2 ) 
y. y , log log(var iance ,e r ror , '* ' ) Xfor variance shi f t 
y, gr id off 
y, xlabelCVariance (m"2)'); 
y, y label ( 'Rela t ive Error (K/Kgiven)'); 

subp lo t ( l , 2 ,1 ) 'I, for varying i n i t i a l guess 
p lo t (KO,er rornorm, '* ' ) ; 
grid off 
xlabelClnitial guess at K^E'); 
ylabel('Errorn Norm'); 
subplot(l,2,2) 
plotCKO, error,'*') 
x l a b e K ' I n i t i a l guess at K_E'); 
y l abe lCRela t ive Error (K/Kgiven)'); 
gr id off 

y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y,y,y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.zy.y.y.y.y.y.y, 
yX)^xKn%%r/.r.n'/;xr/.%y//.K'/:y.r.y.%'/;5;xu%y.'/!Xj:r/.%%x'/:'/;x 
^intermediate. m 
Xcomputes difference between Aexp and Ac, 
y., the experimental and computed areas respectively 



y,Brian D. Tate 

function [F]=intermediate(KO) 
global Aexp 

[Ac]=objectivefcn(KO); 
F=Aexp-Ac; 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
y.objectivefcn .m For Solution of steady flow, 
y, extended tube, for calculation of Area 
y. value in parameter estimation 
y. Brian D Tate 
function [A]=objectivefcn(ke); 
outcount =1; 
y,for outcount=l:6 
Q(outcount)=10-(-outcount-5); 
n=50; y, number of nodes to calculate A at 

y, kp =1.05*10*2; y, collapsed stiffness 
y, ke =1.21+10"5; X expanded stiffness 

T=5.0*10"2; X tensile force 
1=0.100; y, tube length 
w=7.33*10~(-3); X tube width 
y=4.5*10"C-3); '/, tube height 
Pe=4.00*10"3; X external pressure 
rho=9.98*10"3; % density of fluid 
nu=1.004*10~-6; % kinematic viscosity of fluid 
A0(l:n)= 2*y*w; y, initial area 
delx=l/n; '/, spatial step size 
P(l)=6*10''3; y. input pressure 
epsilon=10-(-20); 
y, solve for Area 
coimter=0; '/. initialize counter for the iterations 
error=10; X initialize error for stopping criteria 
Aold=AO; 
A=AO; 
for m=2:n 

y,P(m)=-(5000/l)*(m*delx)+5000; 

P(m)=P(l); 
end 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
'/. Outside while loop 
while((error>epsilon)fc(counter<500)) 

counter=counter+l; 
y, setup right hand side 
r(l)=-P(2)+Pe-ke +(-4*T*A(l)) / (3*w*delx"2); 
for i=2:n-3 

r(i)=-P(i+l)+Pe-ke; 
end 

r(n-2)=-P(n-l)+Pe-ke + (-4*T*A(n))/(3*w*delx-2); 



y, matrix building (Tri-diagonal symmetric matrix) 

Bmatrix=diag( (-ke/A0(l)-T/ (w*delx"2) ) •ones(l,n-2),0); 
y.Diagonal of matrix 

Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(ones(l,n-3)* ( T / C2*w*delx"2) ),1); 
y,Super diagonal 

Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(ones(l,n-3)* ( T / (2*w*delx"2) ),-l); 
y,Subdi agonal 

y, correct some of the entries in the matrix 
y, for the discretization scheme 

Bmatrix(l,l)=(( -2*T ) / (w*delx-2)) + (-ke / A0(1)); 
Bmatrix(n-2,n-2) = (( -2*T ) / (w*delx"2)) + (-ke / AOC D ) ; 
Bmatrix(l,2)=(2*T) / (3*w*delx-2); 
Bmatrix(n-2,n-3)=(2*T) / (3*w*delx'2); 

y.Solve for new Area values 
A(2:n-1) = transpose(Bmatrix\r'); 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
y.Solve for pressure explicitly in terms of known P(l) 
y.figure Aim (area at staggered nodes) 
Aim(l)=0; 
for i=2:n 

Aim(i)=(A(i)+A(i-l))/2; 
end 
y. figure Peripheral length, S 
for 1=1:n 

S(i)=2*pi*sqrt(A(i)/pi); 
end 
y. figure frictional coefficient 
Rex=(l/(w*nu))*Q(outcount); 
for i=l:n+l 

if abs(Rex)<=1067 
lambda(i)=16/abs(Rex); 

else 
lambda(i)=0.015; 

end 
end 

for j=2:n 
P(i)=P(j-l)-(rho*Q(outcount)"2*(A(j)-A(j-l))) / 

(Aim(j)*A(j)-2); 
p(j)=P(j)-(rho*delx*Q(outcount)*abs(Q(outcount))* 

(lambda(j)*S(j) )) / (8*Aim(j)-3); 
end %of pressure solution loop 
Pdrop(outcount)=P(l)-P(n); 

y.figures pressure drop across whole tube relative to flow rate 

y, check error 
if (counter>l) 

error=norm(Aold-A,inf); 
end 



Aold=A; 

Aforgraph(counter)=A(3) ; 
end y,ends iteration at each flow rate value 
y. uncomment below to see graphs of objective areas 
y. error 
% counter 
y. Q(outcount) 
y. x4graph=linspace(0,l,n); 
y, figured) 

y. subplot(l,2,2*outcount-l) 
X grid on 
y, plot(x4graph,A,' - ' ) ; 
y. hold on 

y, subplotd,2,2*outcount) 
y. grid on 
y. plot(x4graph,P,' - ' ) ; 
X hold on 
y. 
y. y,end 
X figure(2) 
y. loglog(q,Pdrop); y, plots flow rate againt pressure drop 
y. title ('Base 10 scale Q vs Pressure drop across tube'); 
/i XlabelCBase 10 scale 0'); 
y. ylabel('Pressure drop Pa'); 
y. hold on 

y. Friction coefficient finder based on local reynolds # 
y, and on flow rate 
y. Brian D Tate 
function [lambda]=steadylam(Q,w,nu) 
global n 
Rex=(l/(w*nu))*Q; 
for i= l :n+l 

if abs(Rex(i))<=1067 
lambda(i)=16/abs(Rex(i)); 

e l se 
lambda(i)=0.015; 

end 
end 

B.4 Code for Estimation of Kp 
The following four codes are used in the estimation of Kp as explained in Chapter 

IV. 

y.Kpestimate.m for estimating K_P 
XBrian D. Tate 



clear; clc; 
global Aexp w nu n 
n=100; 
nm=12; Xnumber of times to increase variance 
gueasnum=10; y,number of initial guesses 
Kpgiven=1.05*10"2; Xknown Kp for validation 
Kplb= 10"2; '(> lower bound for Kp 
Kpub= 1.3*10"2; y. upper bound for Kp 
y.Kstep=linspace (Klb,Kub,guessnum); 
/ivariance=linspace(10"-25,10"-16,nm); 
for i=l:nm 

variance(i)=10"(-24+i); 
end 

KpO=1.2*10"2;y,linspace(Kplb,Kpub,nm); 
y.for i=l:guessnum y,(if varying KpO guess) 
for i=l:njii %(if guessing based on variance shift) 

y. variance(i) = 10"-17; 
stddev(i)=sqrt(variance(i)); 
set_seed=9; 
randn('seed',set_seed); 
Aexp = objectivefcn4kp( Kpgiven ); 
Aexp=Aexp+ stddevd)*randn(size(Aexp)); /.adds noise to data 
options=optimset('TolFun',10"-30,'TolX',10"-27,'MaxFunEvals',200); 
[Kp,resnorm]=lsqnonlin(@intermediate4kp,KpO,Kplb,Kpub,options) 
Kpvalue(i)=Kp; 
error(i)=Kp/Kpgiven; 
errornorm(i)=resnorm; 

end 

subplot(1,2,1) 
loglog(variance,errornorm,'*'); Xfor variance shift 
grid off 
xlabelC'Variance (ra"2)'); 
ylabelCError Norm'); 

subplot(1.2,2) 
semilogx(variance,error,'*') y,for variance shift 
grid off 
xlabelC Variance (m"2)''); 
ylabel('Relative Error (Kp/Kpgiven)'); 

y. subplotd,2,l) y. for varying initial guess 
y. plot(KpO,errornorm,'*'); 
y, grid off 
y, xlabelC'Initial guess at K_E'); 
y. ylabel ('Errorn Norm'); 
X subplotd,2,2) 
y, plot (KpO, error,'*') 
X xlabeK'Initial guess at K_E'); 
y, ylabelCRelative Error (K/Kgiven)'); 
y, grid off 



xy.y.y.y.y.y.%y.y.ittv/.ny:ay:/:any:annmx/.nw.y.yxam. 
y:/.nv.yx/.y.y.y:ay.y.y.y.y.v.y.yxay.yx/.y.y.y.iy.y.y:ayxayxay.y.y.y.y:/. 
y, intermediate. m 
y.coraputes difference between Aexp and Ac, 
y., the experimental and computed areas respectively 
y.Brian D. Tate 

function [F]=intermediate4kp(KpO) 
global Aexp w nu 

[Ac]=objectivefcn4kp(KpO); 

F=Aexp-Ac; 
y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.x:ix;ixy.%y.Kxy.%'/i'a'/i%y.xy.y.%xy.y.°,ix%%xy.%%X/'.y.%'/ix 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
'/, objectivefcn4kp.m Version 6 of steadysolve.m 
y. for Solution of steady flow, collapsed tube 

y. Brian D Tate 
function [A]=objectivefcn4kp(kp); 
global w nu n 
q=10-(-6); 

y. number of nodes to calculate A at 
T=5.0*10"2; y. tensile force 
1=0.100; X tube length 
w=7.33*10"(-3); X tube width 
y=4.5*10~(-3); y. tube height 
Pe=4*10"3; '/, external pressure 
rho=9.98+10'"3; '/, density of fluid 
nu=1.004*10"-6; '/, kinematic viscosity of fluid 
A0= 2*y*w; y. initial area 
delx=l/n; '/, spatial step size 
PCl)=4.0*10"3; y. input pressure 

epsilon=10"(-9); 
y, solve for Area 
counter=l; '/, initialize counter for the iterations 
error(counter)=10; X initialize error for stopping criteria 

Aold=AO*ones(l,n); 

A=Aold; 

for m=2:n 

P(m)=Pd); 
end 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
C=(3/4)*A0; y,Point to expand s t i f fness function about i s C/AO 

v:i:i:i:auttx:ixaxxxut 
y. Outside while loop 
while((error(counter)>epsilon)6(counter<50000)) 



counter=counter+l; 
if(mod(counter,1000)==0) 

error(counter-l) 
end 

y.Find Tube stiffness function 
y.[fi] = SteadyphiCA, AO); 

y. setup right hand side vector 

for i=l:n 

r(i)=-P(i)+Pe+kp*d-(C/A0)-C-3/2)) -C(3*kp) / (2)) * 
(C/AO)~(-3/2); 

end 
r d ) = r d ) - (T*AO) / (2*w*delx-2); 
r(n)= rCn) - (T*AO) / C2*w*delx'2); 

y, matrix bui lding CTri-diagonal symmetric matrix system) 

Bmatrix=diagC C (-T) / Cw*delx'2) ((3*kp) / (2*0)) * 
(C/A0)-(-3/2) )*ones ( l ,n ) ,0 ) ; 

y.Diagonal of matrix 
Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(ones(l,n-l)* ( T / (2*w*delx~2) ) , l ) ; 

y.Superdiagonal 
Bmatrix=Bmatrix+diag(onesCl,n-l)* ( T / (2*w*delx"2) ) , - l ) ; 

y,Subdiagonal 

y.Solve for new Area values 
A = t ranspose(Bmatr ix \ r ' ) ; 

y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y. 
y.Solve for pressure explicitly in terms of known PCD 
y,figure Aim (area at staggered nodes) 

Aimd)=0; 
for i=2:n 

AimCi)=CACi)+A(i-l))/2; 
end 
y. figure Peripheral length, S 
for i=l:n 

S(i)=2*pi*sqrt(ACi)/pi); 
end 
y. figure frictional coefficient 

lambda=steadylamCQ,w,nu); 

for j=2:n 
P(j)=P(j-l)-(rho*Q-2*CA(j)-A(j-l))) / (Aim(j)*A(j)"2); 
P(3)=P(j)-(rho*delx*q*abs(q)*Clambda(j)*S(j) )) / C8*AimCj)"3); 

end y.of pressure solution loop 
Pdrop=P(l)-P(n); 

Xfigures pressure drop across whole tube relative to flow rate 

y. check error 



If (counter>D 

error(counter)=norm(Aold-A,inf)• 
end 
Aold=A; 

AforgraphCcounter)=AC3); 
end y.ends iteration at each flow rate value 
/.error 
y.counter 
y.q(outcount) 
y.Pdrop 

x4graph=linspace(0,1,n); 
figured) 

y. subplot(1,2,2*outcount-D 
y, titleC'Area vs x') 
y. xlabelCx') 
y. ylabel ('Area') 
y. grid on 
'I, plot(x4graph,A,'-'); 
y, hold on 
y. subplo td ,2 ,2*outcount ) 
*L g r id on 
y. t i t l e C ' P r e s s u r e CPa) vs x ' ) 
y, p lo tCx4graph ,P , ' - ' ) ; 
y. x l a b e l C x ' ) 
y. y l a b e l C P r e s s u r e ' ) 
y, hold on 
y. findCA==minCA)) 
y. rain(A)/AO 
y,end 
y.figure(2) 
y.loglog(q,Pdrop); % plots flow rate againt pressure drop 
y.titleCBase 10 scale q vs Pressure drop across tube'); 
y.xlabelC'Base 10 scale q'); 
y,ylabelCPressure drop Pa'); 
y.hold on 
y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y.y.y.'/.'/.y.y.y.y.'/.'/.x 
y.y.y.y.y.y,y.yx/.y.yx/.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y,y,y.y.y.y.y.yx/.y.y.y.y.y.y.y.y. 
y, Friction coefficient finder based on 
y. local reynolds # on old flow rate 
y. Brian D Tate 
function [lambda]=steadylamCQ,w,nu) 
global n 
Rex=Cl/Cw*nu))*q; 
for i=l:n+l 

if abs(Rex)<=1067 
lambda(i)=16/abs(Rex); 

else 
lambda(i)=0.015; 

end 
end 
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